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Main application

Advantage

Disadvantage

Card recycling

Temperature 

resistance

Lifespan

PVC

Payment cards

Customer cards

Wide processing

Low price

Low temperature

resistance

limited life span

Possible

-25° to +65°-80°

3-5 years

ABS

GSM cards

Telekom cards

High temperature 

resistance

High impact strength

Favourable price-level

Limited modifications

limited life span

Possible

-40° to +85°

5 years

PET-G

ID cards

Customer cards

More environment

-friendly than PVC, 

ABS and PC

Possible

-25° to +65°

3-5 years

PC

ID cards

Temperature stability

High mechanical strength

Long life material

Limited modifications

Limited colour range

Difficult to emboss

Difficult to hot stamp

Possible

-60° to +135°

10 years

COMPOSITE

ID cards

Thermo sublimation enabled

coloured pictures

de-central personalization

Depending on used materials

Difficult

Depending on used materials

Depending on used materials

SUBSTRATE
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To prove a person‘s  identity and 
to make sure that only authorized 
people get access to certain 
locations. Personalized with relevant 
data, with our without chip and 
equipped with security elements an 
identity card is the key to connect 
people with their personal data in a 

safe and attractive way. 

ID CARDS

CONTACT CHIP AND HOLOGRAM

Compared to bar codes or magnetic stripes, chip 
cards provide greater flexibility in terms of storage 
capacity and applications. Holograms increase the 
protection against forgery.
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HOLOGRAM

Applied Hologram for easy 
visual inspection

MAGNETIC STRIPE 

For encoding card holder data

INVISIBLE UV-PRINT

Visible only under UV Lamp 
for second level inspection

BARCODE

Full resolution barcode  personalization 
for card holder ID TEXT PERSONALIZATION

Full resolution text personalization 
of card holder

Perfect fitting card solutions for our 
customers. It is more and more important that 
individuals wear their personal identification 
in a protected, forgery-proof and attractive 
design. Identity cards manufactured at 
Variuscard cover the needs of our customers 
Durable and secure materials used within 

our production have to meet the highest 
requirements. The development of these 
materials is the result of a close cooperation 
with the manufacturers of the different 
substrates. With our expertise at Variuscard 
we are known for finding just the right 
solution for your ID project.  

www.variuscard.com
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Paper gift card
for all types of cards

Card covers
in various sizes
for various
types of cards

Card clip JOJO
for all types of cards

ALWAYS GOOD TO HAVE:
CARD ACCESSORIES BY VARIUSCARD

Leather belts
for all cards
and card covers
with long holes

Card clip STRAP
for all types of cards

www.variuscard.com

Micro skript

Security pattern

UV-stamp, only visible with 
black light

Underlaminate
personalization




